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You will use colored slip with two incising
techniques-mishima and sgraffi to-to
decorate a plate. Mishima involves in-
cising or carvinglines into the surface

of leather-h ard clay and painting with
colored slip to fill in the design. Sgraffrto
is the reverse, where slip is painted on
the surface first and incising or carving
reveals the color of the clay body beneath.
Your design should feature one technique
on the inside and the other on the rim as

a contrast.
Mishima and sgraffito are proven tech-

niques. Mishima is a Japanese word that
describes a distinctive method of incision
and inlay that originated in Korea during
the twelfth century (see page 1-61- for an

example). Sgraffito describes a method of
incision that is used on a slipped surface.

Ancient Greeks used this technique on
their classic red-and-black ware in the
fifth century BCE.
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+ Decide on the shape of your plate-for
example, consider making a flared rim.
You can either throw or hand-build
your plate. When it is leather-hard,
trim a foot and cover with plastic to
keep it leather-hard.

q Observe patterns around you. Notice
how lines accentuate the patterns.
Make drawings in your sketchbook to
develop a simple design for your piece.

Use narrow and wide lines to add vari-
ety and intensity. Frame with a border
that repeats parts ofyour design. The

design can be abstract or realistic, tight
or loose.

e Think about how you will transfer lines
to the plate. Will you place your design

on the clay and trace it? Will you draw
it on freehand?

:+ Determine how you want to balance

your design. Do you want to emphasize

the center of your plate or the border?
What mood are you tryingto create?

What colors fit best with your design?

You will need:

',', pencil and paper
+ leather-hard plate
uo tools for incising or carving
ri! soft dry brush
;. paintbrush to apply slip
n:, metal rib
iF paper towels, sponge

':, colored slip

Fig. 5-56. This plate is designed with sgraffito
on the center and mishirna on the border.
Teri Bingharn, Untttied,2001. Unglazed bisque ware, 8"
(20.3 crn) diamr:ter. Courtesy of the artist.
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t" Select the area for your mishima
design and draw or trace it onto the clay.

Li Use pointed tools to incise the lines.
With a dry brush, clear away dust and clay

particles.

:i Paint over the mishima area with col-

ored slip.
:i After the slip has dried, use a metal rib
to lightly scrape away the excess.
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Fig. 5-57.
Incising center
cf plate with
sgraffito design.
Photo by Nancy
Skrllenrd.

Fig. 5-58.
Scraping slip
offgreen-
war€,
Phcto by |.1anc.v
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;: Dust the plate with the soft dry brush.
,i Paint the area for the second part of
your design (sgraffito) with three coats of
colored slip.
""i When the slip has dried enough to
handle, either trace or draw the outline of
your design on the surface.

::ri Use different tools to carve or scratch

through the slip to the clay body beneath.

{:r Clean your sgraffito design with a soft

dry brush.

i11i Bisque fire your piece. Apply a trans-
parent glaze, and complete with a final
glaze firing.

ffi Have you successfully used

two different incising techniques? How

did you balance your composition? Of the

two techniques, which had the subtler

outcome? Which had the stronger impact?

Describe what you learned from this

exercise. Can you think of other ways in
which you would use these techniques

again?

Set aside a section of your sketchbook for
designs that lend themselves to sgraffito

or mishima applications. Think of shapes

and forms that could be used for this type

of surface decoration, and sketch vari-

ous ways the design could be arranged on

the piece. Consider using these ideas for
works in a series.

Design Elements + Line, pattern, co1or, contrast, balance .. Shape of plate " Unity of overall design ' Choice of style

Use ofincised line, pattern, and color work Use ofincised line, pattern, and color work Use ofincised line, pattem, and color is Few marks or designs on plate sur{ace ot too

very well with shape ofplate. Balance and/ nicelywith shape ofplate. Balance and/or somewhat unrelated to shape ofplate OR many designs/marks apper thoughtlessly

or emphasis, contrast and,/or similarity emphasis, contrast and/or similarity are overall design shows limited use ofele- applied.

are all used to great effect resulting in a integrated into a pleasing, unified overall ments and principles OR not unified Monotonous, unfinished, under-developed

dynamic, unified overall design. design
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Needs additions or edits

S ophis tic at e d, h olistic Pleasing, unified

Media Use o Mishima AND sgraffito techniques, contrasted on rim/intefior ' Craftsmanship . Glar" application

No apparent mistakes ln both techniques Few apParent mistakes in both tech Some noticeable mistakesin one orboth Glaringand significantmistakes inuse of

and plate construction. Very success niques andplate construction; successful techniques, oria plate constluction. Glaze mediaand/or techniques.

ful glaze application. Ample evidence of glaze application. Some evidence of experi- application mayyield aa uneven finish. Ru,li^"rtary difficulies
experimentation with techniques.

P olishe d finish, exp ertme nt al

mentation with techniques.

Skillfulfinish

More careindicated

Work Process " Research " Sketches o Reflection/Evaluation

Thorough documentation; goes above and Complete documentation; meets Documentation is somewhat haphazard or Documentation is minimal orvery

beyond assignment expectations. assignment exPectations. incomplete. disorganized'

Thoughtful, thorough, independent Meets expectqtions Incomplete,hit andmiss Very incomPlete
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